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Some Examples

Fast Hydrofoil Ferry on Lake Como
Rodriquez “Aliscafo” Passenger Ferry

Greek Passenger Hydrofoil
Fast Hydrofoil Boat - Netherlands
Some Examples (2)

Greek Island Hopping Hydrofoil

Hydrofoil Passenger Ferry
Thirteen (13) Jetfoils are being operated in route between Hong Kong and Macau, 1 Jetfoil between Hakata and Pusan. Far East Hydrofoil Co., Ltd. (FEH) which is operating in route of Hong Kong and Macau is the largest operator of the Jetfoil in the world. They have 13 Jetfoils and offer 24-hour service. They transported 14 million passengers in 2015.

[Note: the original Jetfoil design and production was by Boeing Marine Systems (BMS) in the 1970’s.]
Hydrofoil Videos

- Alexander Graham Bell video: HD-4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yb6qkJ3tQ-w
- Ships That Fly (by Ray Vellinga) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XXF_z8qia7Y
- USN Hydrofoil Development https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SRxgbHsHdQ&t=48s
- All American Marine https://youtu.be/e6Tr9r6eBRo
- Hong Kong Jetfoil https://youtu.be/5DRUsuOTMHQ
- Rodriguez Foilmaster https://youtu.be/BmkqueBoVrs
- Rodriguez Aliscafo https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oZ_8np30-yE
- Foiling Optimist https://youtu.be/UokOO6odsMU
- Flying Quadrofoil https://youtu.be/h4IVh6htgQY
- Personal Water Craft OU-32: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wObflyTPLvM